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there must he unequivocal Information_:, When there le; no
clear precedent In ha/achah to decide the Issue at hand, one
must be thoroughly versed In all halachic sources before defi
nitely confirming that no halachic reason for prohibition
exists.
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A

part from intense public interest In the rapid develop
ments of research and technology which have made
possible In vitro fertilization (IVF) and embryo transfer
(ET), these procedures pose ethical, legal and halachlc prob
lems. Practical questions In these new fields are being put to
experts in Jewish law, who must find answers on the basis of
established halachic principles.
In this essay we shall look into the halachlc principles which
respond to modern problems In general, and to IVF, ET and
embryo freezing in particular.

I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
A. Proof of Prohibition or Permissibility

The Mlshnah1 emphasizes that only prohibitive, strict deci
sions require juridical substantiation while permissibility or
leniency needs no supportive precedent. The absence of a
prohibitive substantiation Is to be equated with halachlc per
mlsslblllty. 2 This Implies that any technologlcal Innovation Is
permissible unless there Is a halachlc reason for prohibiting
It. If In the broad range of halachlc sources no reason Is found
for their prohibition, Jewish law permits the use of new tech
nologies.

B. Who Decides?

In order to be sure that there Is no halachlc prohibition against
a new procedure, an accepted halachlc authority must be con
sulted. Jewish law differentiates between the authority to
abrogate a temporary prohibition and the authority to deter
mine permanent permissibility. Faced with uncertainty or
Insufficient Information, one is entitled to be strict with one
self; no special authority Is needed for prohibition by the indi
vidual. On the other hand, In order to establish permissibility,

C. Issues without Clear Precedents.
Step 1 : An attempt Is made to find related precedents in
halachlc literature.
Step 2: If there are no related precedents, a halachlc study is
made of conceptually connected rulings. In examining these.
we attempt to Infer the reasons upon which they are based.
If these reasons are confirmed, or at least not contradicted.
by other halachlc sources, they could be accepted for drawing
conclusions regarding new Issues under consideration.
Because of the vast range of halachic material, there often
arise differences of opinion among the accepted authorities.
though these differences are usually of short duration. Con
sensus is finally achieved and an unequivocal decision is
reached.
There are well-known halachie rules for deciding controver·
sial Issues. If. for example, there is a doubt In a matter prohlb·
lted by the Torah (Nrin·nNi-D'orayta), the ruling is
prohibitive: if the doubt Is related to a rabbinic ruling
()l:nl-D'rabbanan), the decision is usually permissive. 4

II. SPECIFIC PRINCIPLES OF INFERTILITY THEAT
MENT
There are three basic principles which, with certain restric
tions, favor the permissibility of fertility-Increasing manipula
tion:
A. The commandment "Be fruitful and multiply ...

mitzvah of lovingkindness (O'itm m,,m
G'miluth hassad;m).

B. The

C. Family Integrity.
A. The Commandment "Be fruitful and multiply" (1'.lil 1i!l

P'ru urvu)
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This commandment, the first in the Torah, Is hased on
the verse: "Be fruitful and multiply and replenish the eMth, "',
In halachlc literature the fulfilment of this command is consid
ered of greatest importance<• because the fulfilment of all other
commandments depends on it. One of the reasons behind it
Is "God's will that the world be populated." as lsalilh said: "I le
did not create it as a waste, but formed It for habitation. " 7
Despite the importance of this commandment. Halachah
does not permit indiscriminate multiplication of genetic off.
spring to enhance the biological efficiency of natural increase.
On the contrary, a system of laws and marital restrictions
(laws of incest) 8 limiting sexual activity to a closed family
framework emphasizes not only the dissemination of biologi
cal genes. but also the equally Important transmission of cul
tural
and
moral
traditions
from generation to
generation.9·10
Thus any increase In fertility is evaluated not only by its
capacity to increase the number of offspring. but also by the
effect
It may have on lhe continued existence and <1dcq11ntc>.
functioning of the family nucleus that hands down cultural
content to following generations,
B. Personal Suffering and the Commandment of
Lovingkindness
In cases of personal suffering we are duty bound to prac
tice the mltzvah of G'mllut hassadlm which originates in the
verse "Love thy neighbor as thyself."11 Accordingly, one must
use one's possessions, 12 physical strength 1 :1 and talents1� in
order to lessen the suffering of one's fellow man.
Obviously, a childless couple is within this category and
there exists a clear obligation to assist them in every permissi
ble way, as long as no one else is thereby harmed. 15 Therefore,
if manipulation of fertility brings into the world offspring
which may be legally or otherwise seriously handicapped,
such foreseeable harm and suffering of the progeny stand in
contraindication to the G 'milut hassadim that may be relevant
to the parents.
C. Family Integrity
Domestic peace and the integrity of the family are
extremely important in Jewish law. In order to restore good
relations and mutual trust in the event of serious marital diffi
culties, the Torah sometimes permits the actual erasure of the
holy name of God. 16
This may tip the scales in favor of leniency 17, 18 when
there ls halachic uncertainty constituting a real obstacle to
permissibility.
Ill. HALACHIC PRINCIPLES CONCERNING IVF
PROCEDURES
In the light of the three principles elaborated in the previ
ous section we shall examine halachic attitudes towards:
A. IVF + ET as solution to the problem of infertility In law
fully wedded couples.
B. !VF + ET with sperm donated by a third party to a mar
ried woman
((Vf.Ds).
C. IVF + ET with an oocyte donated from a third-party
donor (!VF-Do),
D. Freezing of embryos.
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A. IVF l ET for Lawfully Wedded Couples.
This procedure has seven steps:
I. Collection of semen.
2. Extraction of oocyte.
3. /\rtifidill cap;icltation of spenm1to1.0a.
4, In vitro fertilization.
5. Transfer of the fertilized ovum to a medium in which it
can develop and divide.
6. Freezing of fertilized ova. 19 (This step is not essential,
but it Increases the efficiency of the procedure and the
chances of its success).
7. Implanting of the embryo in the uterus (= ET). 20
Jewish law deals with both the permissibility of the proce
dure itself and the legal status of the IVF offspring. Although
these are separate issues. there is a close connection between
the legal status of the offspring and the attitude towards the
procedure as such.
/\rtlflclnl lnsemln<1Hon using th(' husb<1nrl 's •wm<>n ( /\111).
an issue which has been dealt with at length In recent responsn
literature,2 1 is also relevant to this discussion.
Is a child born as a result of technical manipulation (with
out normal sexual relations) recognized by Jewish law as the
child of his biological parents? This question is Important in
Jewish law because genetic kinship and legal kinship do not
always correspond. For example, If a gentile family converts
to Judaism. the legal bonds between parents. children. broth
ers, and sisters are severed In accord;mce with the dictum:
"One who converts to Judaism is like a newborn babe. " 22 This
applies to a variety of laws. The act of conversion creates a
situation in which the genetic relationship Is severed in the
eyes of ,Jewish law.
The converse is also possible. If human parthenogenec;lc;
is ever demonstrated23 and a married woman bears a parthe
nogenetic daughter, it is possible that Jewish law would recog
nize a father-child relationship between the husband and the
parthenogenetic child although there be no genetic bond
between them. 24
Although experts In Jewish law are divided in their atti
tude toward the paternity of offspring resulting from AIH. the
majority would probably concede legal paternity to the biolog
ical father.2"
Nevertheless, even among those who recognize the
paternity of AIH offspring, there are some who reject this
legal relationship In the case of an IVF offspring. 2" The lack
of recognized paternity not only affects laws of inheritance.
lineage, and support, but also bears directly on the genetic
father's fulfllling the commandment to lw "fruitful ;iml multi
ply. " 5 Noncompliance with this commandment nullifies one
of the important principles which favor IVF. For this reason
Rabbi E. Waldenberg totally forbids IVF, though he approves
AIH under certaln conditionc;. 2''
On the other hand, H. Ovadlah Yosef permits IVF whc11
there is no other way of fulfilling the commandment to be
"fruilful ..md multiply."n l lis coll"ag11e. R. S.Cior<>n. rl�!H'<'S
with him in iln unpublished statement,:'" 11nd R. /\.NPl->c•n;,11hl
ls of a similar opinion." ' Domestic happiness and lnte�Jrlty of
the family were weighty factors in favor of this procedure.
The halachic aspects of the seven steps of the !VF + ET
procedure are as follows:
Step 1
Collection of Semen:
Collection of semen by masturbation presents a halachic
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problem because of the prohibition of onanism.21) This prob·
tern applies equally to AIH. The most acceptable halachic
means of obtaining semen is by postcoitat collection, since the
purpose of the act is to bring children into the world, not the
mindless spilling of seed frowned upon by the Torah_:m Some
halachists would permit other methods, classified by degree
of acceptability,31 whenever postcoital collection is Impossi
ble.
Step 2 - Extraction of Oocyte:
There is no basis for halachic opposition to the extraction
of an oocyte, for there Is no prohibition against destroying an
oocyte. 32 However. Jewish law is opposed to anynonessential
surgical procedure because of the possible risk entailed. 33 This
latter consideration would be waived In favor of the duty to
be "fruitful and multiply," just as it is waived during pregnan
cy, where the risks are such that a prayer of thanks {?mm
n:,-n) must be recited after the safe delivery of the baby.�4
This halachlc consideration of reducing risk as much as possi
ble also requires that a less drastic procedure be utilized in
preference to one that entails a greater risk. Therefore, it is
hatachically preferable to remove the oo<.yte by ultrasonically
guided puncture,35.:¾ rather than perform a laparoscopy.
Step 3 - Capacitation:
There is nothing halachically forbidden concerning the
preparation of the semen, since the whole procedure is aimed
at improving the chances of fertilization. For the same reason
there is no halachic problem with regard to the actual fertiliza
tion (step 4) or the nourishment of the fertilized egg (step 5).
Step 6 - Embryo Freezing:
Freezing of the embryo is not essential for the success of
the procedure, but it does increase the chances of an !VF
attempt per surgical recovery.37 It also allows the use of sever
al withdrawn oocytes by fertilizing them at one time, so that
In case of failure
they can be used one after another with better timing and
preparation. A foreseeable legal question involves the law of
primogeniture. If the freezing were to extend over a long peri
od, and in the meantime a child were born from sperm taken
from the father at a date later than that of the first sperm,
which would be the "firstborn" for purposes of inheritance,
the first embryo or the first born? Jewish law is clear on this.
The moment of birth is paramount, not the date of fertiliza
tion. 38· 39 Though a different opinion ls cited in the literature, �0
the definitive ruling remains unaltered. 38· 39
Step 7 - Embryo Transfer:
There appears to be no halachic problem in ET, even
according to those who hold that !VF offspring are not recog
nized as the legal children of their biological parents. Accord
Ing to these scholars, an embryo transplant leads, legally
speaking, to the birth of a parentless child. just as in the case
of conversion of an infant together with its family.
The Problem of the Reliability of the Medical Establish
ment
Even those who sanction IVF-H (husband) stress the
problem of the trustworthiness of the medical establishment.
Basing themselves on their own experience, some claim that
the medical establishment is not to be trusted, and that the
more IVF-H is performed, the greater the likelihood of IVF-D
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(foreign donor), as was the case In artificial insemination,
which began as AIH and led to AID. One of the most outspo
ken authorities on this subject is R. E.Y. Waldenberg 11 who
is today held to be one of the leading halachic experts on
issues of modern medicine.
IV. IVF·D (from foreign [third party] donor)
In recent years many lengthy discussions have been
devoted to the ethical and legal aspects related to AID for
childless couples. The discussions focus on two issues:
A. Is AID halachically permissible, or Is it adultery?
B. What Is the status of AID offspring?
All halachic experts agree that artificial insemination
using the semen of a Jewish donor (other than the woman's
husband) is forbidden; 21 it is only the severity of the prohibi
tion which is debated. Some hold that AID constitutes adul
tery and ls thus strictly forbidden by the Tornh.42 Most
experts. however. hold that the prohibition Is based primarily
on legal ramifications relating to the birth of an AID offspring.
Some authorities would permit AID if the donor were a
non-Jew, thereby ellmlnatlng some of the most important
legal complications concerning the personal status of the off.
spring.4:l. 11
The personal status of the AID offspring presents a seri
ous problem, even for those who hold that AID does not con
stitute adultery and that the debatable issue Is whether the
AID offspring is a mamzer ('"'ltr.Jr.)) according to the criteria of
Jewish law.
Jewish law severely restricts the prospects of marriage of
a rnamzer. 45 This is a serious functional handicap from social
and judicial points of view.
At the root of this debate is the determination of which
of the following two factors creates the mamzer status
referred to in the Torah: 46
1. The act of prohibited intercourse that leads to the birth
of the child.47
2. The birth of a child sired by a genetic father who is other
than the mother's husband,48 so that the child is a prod
uct of a prohibited4Q genetic union.43
According to the first proposition, the AID offspring is
not a mamzer if there was no act of proMbited intercourse.
while on the basis of the second proposition the AID offspring
is a mamzer. This halachlc dispute creates a situation of
"doubtful mamzer."'>fJ Hence the accepted halachic prohibi
tion of AID in lsrael. 43· 44
Compared with the complex legal status of AID off
spring, the !VF offspring is in a better position. The re;ison
for this ls the dl'm distinction hetween donor sperm betniJ
injected into the uterus and an embryo being implanted there
(IVF-D + ET). Some halachists hold that AID is included in
the prohibition "Thou shalt not lie carnally with thy
neighbor's wife to defile thyself with her. " 51 However, IVF-D
+ E involves the Implantation of an embryo, which is nowhere
cited as forbidden. But there are still two questions which
must be answered:
1. Is fertilization by the semen of a third-party donor per
mitted?
2. What is the personal status of the !VF·D + ET offspring 7
Although It is difficult to equate test-tube fertilization with
an act of adultery (even if this Involves IVF-D), there may still
be legal prohibition against In vitro fertilization of the oocyte
of a married woman with a third-party's sperm. 52 This implies
that even if it be forbidden to perform IVF-D on an oocyte of
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a married woman, the same prohibition would not affect an
unmarried woman.
Once fertlllz;illon has takPn place. there Is no reason 1101
to implant the embryo, as long as the possibility of mamzer
stat.us Is excluded. Obviously, if the offspring would be a
mamzer (e.g. if the oocyte were fertilized by sperm of an inces
tuou,:; relative), it would be morally and legally un)ustlflable to
perform IVF-D, as the embryo carried in the womb for nine
months would be born an unfortunate creature.
The personal status of an IVF-D offspring of a married
woman Is of Interest. Those scholMs who say that there Is a
parental relationship in lVF + ET, 53 and that the biologic
father Is thereby fulfilling the mlf7.val1of "he frultf11I and multi
ply," may also regard the IVF-D oHsprlng as a mamzer If lt
Is true that the AID offspring Is a mamzer. 51 On the other
hand, scholars who take a stricter position, holding that there
is no parental relationship in !VF according to the halachah, 2655 may thereby be giving the IVF-D offspring an advantage.
If there is no kinship, the offspring cannot be regarded as the
product of a forbidden union and is thus at least as acceptable
as the progeny of sperm of a non-Jew fertilizing an ovum of
a married Jewess. In such a case, the paternity of the non·
Jewish genetic father Is not legally recognized, while the status
of the offspring could be that of a Jew, almost without restrlc
tlons.1•h

Halachah so far has not reached definitive conclusions on
these fundamental Issues. Arguments can be found for both
sides, so that for the time being they still remain open ques
tion. However. one practical conclusion is obvious. If we must
choose between AID and IVF-D in the case of a married
woman, the latter ls preferable from the standpoint of hala
chah.
V. IVF + ET WITH OOCYTE FROM THIRD-PARTY
DONOR (IVF-Do)

The donation of an oocyte raises two problems:
L If the donor is a married woman (which is more practi
cal for the gynecologist, because when a married woman Is
'treated with drugs to stimulate ovulation preceding IVF-H,
there is usually a surplus of oocytes available for fertilization,
without the need for further operative procedure), is it permit
ted to fertilize her oocyte with sperm other than that of her
husband, as discussed in the previous chapter?
2. The fundamental problem is that of establishing who,
according to halachah, is the mother. Is it the genetic mother
or the nutritional (surrogate) mother? Or, perhaps, there is
no legal mother. Or, perhaps, both are considered to be moth
er. (The possibility of two legal mothers for one child need not
be related to the halachic rules of IVF-Do. There can even be
two genetic mothers if two fertilized oocytes of two different
women ore joined. and the resulting chimera combines the
genetic components of both.)
The Babylonian Talmud57 discusses the firstborn of a
kosher animal: "Two wombs were combined and [the
embryo] left one and entered another." The question whether
the offspring is considered the firstborn only of its genetic
mother, or whether it is also considered the firstborn of the
host mother, remains unsolved in the Talmud. This might
mean that the genetic mother is surely to be considered the
legal mother and that the Talmud expresses doubt only con
cerning the status of the host mother. On the other hand, the
talmudic discussion could be dealing with a specific issue of
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bechorot (firstborn) without relation to the issue of mother
hood th<1t <"oncems us here.
Among present-clay halc1chlstc;, loo, there Is lwn!Prl di<;
cusslon. R. S.Goren tends to regard the genetic mother as the
only legal mother for all Intents and purposes, but no consen
sus has yet been reached. 58 This creates serious problems,
especially If the genetic mother and host mother <1re of rliffer
ent religions. Since ha/achah must prohibit BIVF-Do In cases
of doubt,� no oocyte may be donated when the physiologic
and genetic mothers belong to different rellgions, 5q even if the
oocyte donor Is an unmt1rrled woman.
A detailed discussion of the outcome of !VF-Do by a
donor of r1nothPr rnllnlon would TC'qlllrP tlw c1n<1lysls of tr1I
mudlc texts beyond the scope of this article.

VI. EMBRYO FREEZING

As we have already mentioned, there is no halachic
injunction against freezing embryos. Even if it should become
possible to freeze living persons without causing death, there
would be no direct halachlc prohibltlon, apart from taking of
unnecessary rlsks:1., or Intentionally producing a state of con
tinuous sleep In which one cannot perform one's religious
dutl€'s. However. If freezing Is carried out to preserve life or
to cure serious illness, there Is no reason to forbid It. As we
stated at the beginning of this article, if there Is no reason to
forbid a certain procedure, It is lmplicltly permitted.
The status of a person during freezing, when physiologi
cal systems are not operating (the cardiovascular system, the
nervous system and all the other cells of the body} is
halachically important. Is the patient legally al\ve or dead
(temporarily)? Based on other parallels in halachah, the
;m,;w(•r Is simple. /\s long a,:; nn unconscious person cnn nnf11
rally recover, he is held to be "alive. " 60 This means that a fro
zen person who can be unfrozen and brought back to a normal
physiological state, is considered to be "alive" according to

ha/achah.

If the object of freezing an embryo is to increase the
chances of success of an IVF attempt per surgical recovery
and to develop normally towards birth, there should be no
objection. If the freezing is performed for other reasons, such
as research, the matter would depend on the halachic status
of the embryo during the first forty days after fertilization.
During this period, until the completion of organogenesis ion
the 41st day, according to Jewish law), the embryo is consid
ered "just {ordinary?} water" 61 with respect to certain laws. If
this is accepted, then the matter is easily settled. "Water" may
be frozen, as studies of the same nature may be performed on
human semen.&2 However, the status of the embryo during its
first forty days is not necessarily so simple.63
The problem which arises from lVF + ET after the death
of one or both of the parents64 Is similar to that which arises
from the use of sperm from a deceased husband in artificial
insemination of his widow. Those who permit AIH in the case
of a lawfully wedded couple would find it difficult to argue
against AIH after the husband's death or against the freezing
of an embryo after IVF for implantation after the father dies_r,,,
This raises an important halachic problem associated
with the mitzvah of bearing children. If a man dies without
issue, but leaves a frozen embryo (or frozen semen) which is
implanted in his widow's uterus, resulting in a live birth. has
the deceased fulfilled the mitzvah or not? The answer would
depend upon the moment at which a person is held to fulfil
the commandment "be fruitful and multiply." If one fulfils the
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mitzvah only at the time of birth, 66 then it cannot be fulfilled
after death67· 68 (and the same is true for the birth of a natural
son after the father's death). But if one fulfils the command·
ment at the moment of fertilization, then the commandment
Is performed by the IVF during the father's lifetime, on condi
tion that a live child is subsequently born. According to this
view implanting the embryo Into the uterus of the widow
would conform to the requirements of the commandment,
whereas AIH with frozen semen of the deceased husband
would not conform. If one performs the mltzvah by providing
semen, 69 there would be Incentive for ET as well as using fro
zen semen for AJH after the death of a childless man. These
approaches would only be acceptable to those halachlc schol
ars who permit AIH or IVF·H as pointed out In Section Ill.

are still being debated by various halachic experts. The
halachic principles associated with fertility-increasing technol
ogy are discussed In Sections 1-11.
Mutual trust between gynecologists and halachic experts
(as mentioned at the end of Section Ill) Is of utmost lmpor·
tance In order to carry out procedures which are permissible
to the religious
Mistrust not only Impedes the research but may even
result In demands for major hlstocompatiblllty com·
plex (Hl.A) tests to ascertain paternity prior to sanctioning
marriage. Tbe halachlc validity of this test Is dealt with else
where_ 10. 71

CONCLUSION

Jewish law contains much material directly related to the
newer gynecologic technologies of AIH, AID, IVF-H + ET,
IVF-Ds, IVF-Do and embryo freezing. Some of these Issues
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